
 
 

Flip Questions for Flip Questions for 
Critical ThinkingCritical Thinking
Benjamin BloomBenjamin Bloom’’s Taxonomy: s Taxonomy: 
Improve Thinking Skills at Any Improve Thinking Skills at Any 

Age with the Flip of a Page.Age with the Flip of a Page.

 
 

Knowledge LevelKnowledge Level
Exhibit memory of previouslyExhibit memory of previously--learned material by learned material by 
recalling facts, terms, basic concepts and answers.recalling facts, terms, basic concepts and answers.

whowho
choose choose 
listlist
what what 
findfind
matchmatch
why why 

omitomit
labellabel
telltell
wherewhere
showshow

recallrecall
howhow

Key Words

name 
when
define
relate 
which
spell
select

 
 



Questions for the Knowledge Questions for the Knowledge 
level:level:
�� What isWhat is……??
�� Where isWhere is……??
�� How did How did 

___happen?___happen?
�� Why didWhy did……??
�� How would you How would you 

showshow……??
�� Who were the Who were the 

main..?main..?
�� Which oneWhich one……??
�� Who wasWho was……??

�� How isHow is……??
�� When did__ When did__ 

happen?happen?
�� How would you How would you 

explainexplain……??
�� How would you How would you 

describedescribe……??
�� Can you recallCan you recall……??
�� Can you selectCan you select……??
�� Can you list the Can you list the 

threethree……??

 
 

Comprehension LevelComprehension Level
Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by 
organizing, comparing, translating, interpreting, giving organizing, comparing, translating, interpreting, giving 
descriptions and stating main ideas.descriptions and stating main ideas.

•• CompareCompare
•• ExtendExtend
•• RephraseRephrase
•• ContrastContrast
•• TranslateTranslate
•• DemonstrateDemonstrate
•• InferInfer

•• InterpretInterpret
•• Outline Outline 
•• ShowShow
•• ExplainExplain
•• Relate Relate 
•• ClassifyClassify
•• SummarizeSummarize

Key Words

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Questions for the Questions for the 
Comprehension level:Comprehension level:
�� How would you classify the type ofHow would you classify the type of……??
�� How would you compareHow would you compare……? Contrast? Contrast……??
�� Will you state or interpret in your own wordsWill you state or interpret in your own words……??
�� How would you rephrase the meaningHow would you rephrase the meaning……??
�� What facts or ideas showWhat facts or ideas show……??
�� What is the main idea ofWhat is the main idea of……??
�� Which statements supportWhich statements support……??
�� Can you explain what is happeningCan you explain what is happening……? What is ? What is 

meantmeant……??
�� What can you say aboutWhat can you say about……??
�� Which is the best answerWhich is the best answer……??
�� How would you summarizeHow would you summarize……??

 
 
 
 

Application LevelApplication Level
Solve problems to new situations by applying acquiring Solve problems to new situations by applying acquiring 
knowledge, facts, techniques and rules in a different knowledge, facts, techniques and rules in a different 
way.way.

•• ApplyApply
•• ConstructConstruct
•• Make use of Make use of 
•• PlanPlan
•• UtilizeUtilize
•• BuildBuild
•• DevelopDevelop
•• SelectSelect

•• ModelModel
•• ChooseChoose
•• InterviewInterview
•• Experiment Experiment 

withwith
•• SolveSolve
•• IdentifyIdentify
•• OrganizeOrganize

Key Words

 
 
 



 

Questions for the Application Questions for the Application 
level:level:
�� How would you useHow would you use……??
�� What examples can you find toWhat examples can you find to……??
�� How would you solve____ using what youHow would you solve____ using what you’’ve ve 

learnedlearned……??
�� How would you organize____ to showHow would you organize____ to show……??
�� How would you show your understanding ofHow would you show your understanding of……??
�� What approach would you use toWhat approach would you use to……??
�� How would you apply what you learned to How would you apply what you learned to 

developdevelop……??
�� What other way would you plan toWhat other way would you plan to……??
�� What would result ifWhat would result if……??
�� Can you make use of the facts toCan you make use of the facts to……??
�� What element would you choose to changeWhat element would you choose to change……??
�� What facts would you select to showWhat facts would you select to show……??
�� What questions would you ask in an interview What questions would you ask in an interview 

withwith……??
 

 
 
 
 
 

Analysis LevelAnalysis Level
Examine and break information into parts by identifying Examine and break information into parts by identifying 
motives or causes. Make inferences and find evidence motives or causes. Make inferences and find evidence 
to support generalizations.to support generalizations.

•• AnalyzeAnalyze
•• CompareCompare
•• DissectDissect
•• InspectInspect
•• Take part inTake part in
•• ListList
•• RelationshipsRelationships

•• SimplifySimplify
•• Test forTest for
•• DistinctionDistinction
•• FunctionFunction
•• AssumptionAssumption
•• ClassifyClassify
•• DiscoverDiscover
•• ExamineExamine

Key Words
•Motive
•Conclusion
••SurveySurvey
••DistinguishDistinguish
••ThemeTheme
••InferenceInference
••CategorizeCategorize
••ContrastContrast
••DivideDivide

 
 



Questions for the Analysis Questions for the Analysis 
level:level:
�� What are the parts or features ofWhat are the parts or features of……??
�� How is_____ related toHow is_____ related to……??
�� Why do you thinkWhy do you think……??
�� What is the themeWhat is the theme……??
�� What motive is thereWhat motive is there……??
�� Can you list the partsCan you list the parts……??
�� What inference can you makeWhat inference can you make……??
�� What conclusions can you What conclusions can you darwdarw……??
�� How would you classifyHow would you classify……??
�� How would you categorizeHow would you categorize……??
�� Can you identify the partsCan you identify the parts……??
�� What evidence can you findWhat evidence can you find……??
�� What is the relationship betweenWhat is the relationship between……??
�� What is the function ofWhat is the function of……??
�� What ideas justifyWhat ideas justify……??

 
 
 
 

Synthesis LevelSynthesis Level
Compile information together in a different way by Compile information together in a different way by 
combining elements in a new pattern or proposing combining elements in a new pattern or proposing 
alternative solutions.alternative solutions.

•• BuildBuild
•• CompileCompile
•• CreateCreate
•• EstimateEstimate
•• InventInvent
•• PlanPlan
•• SolveSolve
•• DiscussDiscuss
•• OriginalOriginal
•• MinimizeMinimize
•• TheorizeTheorize
•• ImproveImprove

•• ChooseChoose
•• ComposeCompose
•• DesignDesign
•• FormulateFormulate
•• Make upMake up
•• PredictPredict
•• SolutionSolution
•• ModifyModify
•• ImproveImprove
•• MaximizeMaximize
•• ElaborateElaborate
•• HappenHappen

Key Words
•Combine
•Construct
•Develop
•Imagine
•Originate
•Propose
•Suppose
•Change
•Adapt
•Delete
•Test
•Change

 
 
 
 
 



Questions for the Synthesis Questions for the Synthesis 
level:level:
�� What changes would you make to solveWhat changes would you make to solve……??
�� How would you improveHow would you improve……??
�� What would happen ifWhat would happen if……??
�� Can you elaborate on the reasonCan you elaborate on the reason……??
�� Can you propose an alternativeCan you propose an alternative……??
�� Can you inventCan you invent……??
�� How would you adapt ___to create a differentHow would you adapt ___to create a different……??
�� How could you change the plotHow could you change the plot……??
�� What could be done to minimize (maximize)What could be done to minimize (maximize)……??
�� What way would you designWhat way would you design……??
�� What could be combined to improve (change)What could be combined to improve (change)……??
�� How would you testHow would you test……??
�� Can you formulate a theoryCan you formulate a theory……

Can you predict the outcome ifCan you predict the outcome if……??
�� How would you estimate the results forHow would you estimate the results for……??
�� What facts can you compileWhat facts can you compile……??
�� Can you construct a model that would changeCan you construct a model that would change……??
�� Can you think an original way for theCan you think an original way for the……??

 
 

Evaluation LevelEvaluation Level
Present and defend opinions by making adjustments Present and defend opinions by making adjustments 
about information, validity of ideas or quality of work about information, validity of ideas or quality of work 
based on a set of criteria.based on a set of criteria.

•• AwardAward
•• CriticizeCriticize
•• DetermineDetermine
•• JudgeJudge
•• CompareCompare
•• RecommendRecommend
•• AgreeAgree
•• OpinionOpinion
•• SupportSupport
•• ProveProve
•• InfluenceInfluence
•• EstimateEstimate

•• ChooseChoose
•• DecideDecide
•• DisputeDispute
•• JustifyJustify
•• MarkMark
•• Rule onRule on
•• AppriseApprise
•• InterpretInterpret
•• importanceimportance
•• DisproveDisprove
•• PerceivePerceive
•• InfluenceInfluence

Key Words
•Conclude
•Defend
•Evaluate
•Measure
•Rate
•Select
•Prioritize
•Explain
•Criteria
•Assess
•Value
•Deduct

 
 



Questions for the Evaluation Questions for the Evaluation 
level:level:
�� Do you agree with the actionsDo you agree with the actions……? With the outcome? With the outcome……??
�� What is your opinion ofWhat is your opinion of……??
�� How would you proveHow would you prove……? disprove? disprove……??
�� Can you assess the value or importance ofCan you assess the value or importance of……??
�� Would it be better ifWould it be better if……??
�� Why did they (the character) chooseWhy did they (the character) choose……??
�� What would you recommendWhat would you recommend……??
�� How would you rate theHow would you rate the……??
�� What would you site to defend the actionsWhat would you site to defend the actions……??
�� How would you evaluateHow would you evaluate……??
�� How would you determineHow would you determine……??
�� What choice would you have madeWhat choice would you have made……??
�� What would you selectWhat would you select……??
�� How would you prioritizeHow would you prioritize……??
�� What judgment would you make aboutWhat judgment would you make about……??
�� Based on what you know how would you explainBased on what you know how would you explain……??
�� What information would you use to support the viewWhat information would you use to support the view……??
�� How would you justifyHow would you justify……??
�� What data was used to make the conclusion?What data was used to make the conclusion?
�� Why was it better thatWhy was it better that……??
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